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Venturi’s combined technology package delivers off-grid, green and uninterrupted electrical power
without combustible fuel. “Uninterrupted” is defined as delivering utility-grid reliability.
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Venturi Generator System
The Venturi generator technology is unique among axial-flux DC generators. For the
purpose of this white paper, the generator platform will be referred to as the Venturi
generator.
The Venturi generator has a unique magnetic coil and permanent magnet physical
topology, resulting in an increased efficiency over conventional DC generators that
incorporate ferrous cores.
Although conventional core based generators develop increase flux densities, the losses
are significant due to the ferrous core. To compensate for the loss in force, the Venturi
generator allows the use of many concurrent rings (stators). Additionally, the flexibility in the
form factor to allow many coils in a concentric ring per stator around the perimeter of the
turbine, allows the production of increased force dynamics to other core based generators.
For Venturi this means lower loss and higher efficiency.

Consider the diagram of figure 1. In this diagram you can visualize how the
magnetic circuit is maintained via the shunt to product a single close magnetic
flux beam circuit with little loss.

Figure 1 – Magnetic circuit
Force beam distortion always occurs under load and the flux lines interact to
provide ‘repulsive’ force to induce forces in the radial plan of the stator.
Although a ferrous core is not directly coupled at the point ‘force’ development
between the flux lines of the coil and the opposing magnet, the tightly focused
flux beam of the magnet circuit is kept intact since no decoupling occurs due to
the continuous circuit being maintained by the ‘ferrous shunt’.

Theory of Operation
The Venturi generator uses patented technology to maximize flux loss without ferrous core
‘focusing’ of the magnetic beam or flux. The formula affects the dimensions of the coils in
relationship to the dimension of the permanent magnets. To compensate for a lack of a
ferrous core for ‘focusing’ the beam, the air core flux beam is held ‘compact’ by using a
ferrous shunt and minimizing the dispersion of the magnetic field with the coil/magnet
geometry. The theory is that due to the precise geometry of the coil in relation to the
magnet and shunt, you minimize dispersion of the field without compromising too much
force. The ferrous shunt simple couples the magnet beam from magnet to magnet with little
loss, reducing field dispersion in air, except at the magnet/coil junction. This has the
advantage of maintain a well focused coupled magnetic field.
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Figure 3 - Coil to magnet relationship
Figure 2 - Flux dispersion reduction
Coil-Magnet Relationship
The Venturi generator utilizes coils of a particular dimension that is controlled by the dimension of the magnets used. The formula that governs the relationship between coil and
magnet is the key discovery that allows the unique characteristics of the motor. Several patents capture the details of this formula. We will cover the high level aspects of this
formula.
In figure 3, you see the dimensional relationship between coil and magnet. This relationship is important to prevent excessive flux penetration of adjacent coils before the maximum
drive density of the present coil is still at its peak. Notice that if the coil width is too large, the interference in the next magnets flux beam is increased. Yet, if it is too small, the drive
force is reduced. Further, if the coil is too high, the gap for the coupled flux beam (flux lines) is weak and dispersion under force of the interacting coil will result in losses and
reduced force and efficiency.
The hollow core of the coil, indicated by ‘Co’ in figure 3, cannot exceed the permanent magnet diameter (Md) by more than 10%. This hollow core results in an ‘air core’
electromagnet that produces magnetic flux to interact with the flux beam of the two opposing permanent magnets. Additionally, the ‘height’ of the coil or ‘Ch’ cannot exceed the
diameter of the permanent magnet (Md) by more than 10%. The total diameter of the coil must be less than 4 times the width of the coil, otherwise the flux density is reduced and
flux dispersion occurs under load. One must consider that the height of the magnets should be at least the coil width, as well.
Stackable Rotor Flexibility
The Venturi generator is constructed of rotors and stators that position the magnets and coils such that the flux is
axial to the shaft, thus it is referred as an axial flux motor. To construct a generator, one or more rotors are
constructed to contain the permanent magnets and support the shunt ring. Figure 4 depicts a typical 3-rotor
arrangement. Notice the shunts that are positioned on the outside of the outermost rotors only. This shunt ring
focuses the flux into a complete flux circuit for the entire assembly, as depicted in the more simplistic diagram of
figure 1.
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Tradeoff of Efficiency and Power

One of the observations might be the tradeoff of power due to the lack of iron cores to focus the flux into a very dense beam. The tradeoff is one of
size and weight to gain equivalent power, yet have more efficiency. The air core of the coils does this, and focusing the beam into the air core of the
coil using the ‘flux circuit’ with shunts helps reduce the tradeoff. In a classic permanent magnet synchronous motor driven with windings around iron
core fingers or slots cut into the stator, you will not have an isolated magnetic circuit, however, the beam is highly concentrated at the poles.
Reference the work by Tao Dahun,et.al. (Tao Dajun, et.al.), in which he describes the magnetic losses in the iron stator of a more typical synchronous
permanent magnet motor. Figure 5 shows the Steinmetz formula for determining the eddy losses and core losses of a ferrous iron core. In calculations
for this Venturi motor, the iron core loss becomes 0 and the eddy current is replaced by a small eddy current of the non-magnetic metallic rotor
housing. This housing can be constructed with a special aluminum or carbon fiber composite with low magnetic permeability.
Equation 1- The Steinmetz equation
The non-magnetic materials chosen must have minimal paramagnetic characteristics or the preferred diamagnetic characteristics. Both aluminum
alloys including copper and other diamagnetic properties can be used. Combinations of carbon fiber and other materials are options to reduce weight
and maintain strength. Consider the work of Kittel, et.al. (Kittel, Charles) on solid state physics of materials. One can estimate the minimum magnetic
moment for the rotor material, if aluminum is used. The moment can be demonstrated by Curie’s law. Equation 2 provides the curie equation
applicable to analyzing the appropriateness of aluminum alloys for the Venturi generator.

Equation 2 - Curie's law equation
The Venturi generator allows a very flexible variability in form factor, gaining power despite the lack of iron cores in the center of the coils. Whereas
conventional iron core systems, have high losses, both eddy and core loss. It is a tradeoff, compensated by use of very high strength permanent
magnets, the focused beam of the coil/magnet geometry, and isolated magnetic circuit using the magnetic shunt.
This design allows for the production of many form factors in the manufacture of a Venturi generator that are specific for the application.
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Summary of the Venturi Generator
The Venturi generator requires specialized electronics to effectively drive it. This is due to the alternating magnetic poles and
the inductive kick or ‘fly back’ produced during the transition from north to south. For maximum efficiency and power,
specialized electronics.
The Venturi motor generator is capable of many unique applications. Increased efficiency and flexibility of form factor are the
major advantages of the Venturi platform. This is primarily due to savings in core loss, control of eddy currents by using
advanced materials, and by a small amount of re-generative energy during drive transitions on the coils. Coupled with
advanced electronics and power drive components, all of these advantages can be attained and maximized.
Add in the flexibility of the design for many applications, the platform when customized to the application can yield features
unique and differentiated from conventional generator designs.
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Venturi Micro-wind Turbine
Generator System

ELECTRICITY GENERATOR

BLADE ROTOR

The Venturi Micro-wind Turbine is truly unique and applies several advanced physics in novelty by advanced testing
and computer design through Computational Fluid Dynamics. The Micro-wind Turbine is equipped with Venturi’s
own eccentric generator to efficiently produce electricity to as much as 78%. The system takes advantage of
supreme application of the Venturi and Coanda effects.

ROTARY BODY

The Venturi effect is the reduction in fluid pressure (gas/air) that results when a fluid flows through a constricted
section or choke of a pipe. The limiting case of the Venturi effect is when a fluid reaches the state of choked flow,
where the fluid velocity approaches the local speed of sound. When a fluid system is in a state of choked flow, a
further decrease in the downstream pressure environment will not lead to an increase in velocity, unless the fluid is
compressed. The mass flow rate for a compressible fluid will increase with increased upstream pressure, which will
increase the density of the fluid through the constriction (though the velocity will remain constant). This is the
principle of operation of a de Laval nozzle. Increasing source temperature will also increase the local sonic velocity,
thus allowing for increased mass flow rate but only if the nozzle area is also increased to compensate for the
resulting decrease in density.

Expansion of the section.
The Bernoulli equation is invertible, and pressure rises when a fluid slows down. Nevertheless, if there is an
expansion of the tube section, turbulence will appear and the theorem will not hold. Venturi eliminates the Bernoulli
effect by a clever use of the Coanda Effect to inject air pressure into the airfoil of the micro turbine creating suction
technically pulling the reduced energized air from the turbine.
The result is increased wind velocity at the blades with simple physics of raw power of the wind increasing up to the
cube of its velocity. Venturi uses a passive compound Venturi to increase the ambient wind speed up to 300%. It
achieves an increase in the ambient raw power from 0.6kW per square meter to over 9kW per square meter to
impact generator blades with more kinetic power. A combination of compression creates very large increases in
velocity-power at the Venturi throat increasing kinetic energy by multiples. This means much energy and be
recovered from the wind and maximizes efficiency. Simple age-old physics and compound aerodynamics, as well
as, novel technologies are deployed to achieve outstanding results.
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Venturi Micro-wind Turbine Blade Rotor
The Venturi Micro-wind Turbine uses a Fly-wheel technique to increase the momentum and continuous inertia of the
blade rotor. The fly-wheel is attached directly to the blade rotor as shown. One unit of inertia can spin the rotor 527
times keeping the rotor spinning to produce additional electricity.

Venturi’s own proprietary electricity generator is part of the fly-wheel assembly on the perimeter of the turbine. It
takes advantage of the blade tip speed since the generator is capable of generating additional electricity the faster
the rotor turns. As a result, the micro-wind turbine begins to produce electricity in as little as 1 m/s all the way up to
60 m/s. This broader range of operation means it operates over longer periods increasing efficiency to the highest
possibility. As the turbine spins faster, higher electricity production is achieved depending upon wind velocity from
2kW to 40kW in a small 1 1/2 meter diameter configuration. The micro turbine is designed to produce electricity in
any wind speed with the upper limit manageable. It is very reliable and there is no infrasound and can be installed in
any size or arrays.
The cup, or petal, “separating” blade creates steps in a Coanda Effect motivating energy in vortices of the cube of
wind to stay on the rotor as long as possible for extraction and conversion to electricity by the generator. The
efficiency of the blade is close to perfect as shown in the pressure points in the Computation Fluid Dynamics study
shown to the right.
Venturi Micro-Wind Turbine is a transformative advance in converting wind to electrical power. Efficiency increases
are from industry norms of 28% to more than 70%. The other transformational component is the Venturi rim
generator that delivers the highest efficiency, lowest mass in the industry. The Venturi generator has a higher output
that contributes to the system’s superior operating efficiency. This is the same generator to be coupled with the
boundary layer steam turbine.
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Other Venturi Efficiencies Compared
Venturi Micro-wind Turbines
Venturi Effect only
Kinetic Energy from the wind (Power) P=1/2 pAV3Cp
P = Air Density
A = Swept blade area
V = Air Velocity
Cp = Power Coefficient
Example: p = 1.23 A = 7.07 (blade length 1.5 m)
V = 1728 (12x12x12) Cp =.40
Power = 7,513 w x 0.4 (Cp) = 3005 w

CONVENTIONAL TYPE WIND TURBINES
Kinetic Energy from the wind (Power) P=1/2 pAV3Cp
P = Air Density
A = Swept blade area
V = Air Velocity
Cp = Power Coefficient
Example: p = 1.23 A = 7.07 (blade length 1.5 m)
V = 1728 (12x12x12) Cp =.40
Power = 7,513 w x 0.4 (Cp) = 3005 w

Cp = 0.6 allowing for all air entering the blade area
Power = 7,513 w x 0.6 (Cp) = 4,502 w
Adding increased Air velocity of 142%
V = 4,913 (17x17x17)
Power = 25,634 w (2.56 kWh)
Additional increase in energy production “NOT” factored in
Venturi suction effect on ambient air entering the Inlet Cone
Low Start up Wind speed - 1m/s – Generator assists with induced
pulse to start the blade rotor rotation or augment production
High Cut out Wind speed - 60 m/s, longer producing operating range
Features to twist the airflow for better attack angle to the blades
Near perfect Blade Rotor effectiveness
Advanced electricity generator effectiveness
Generator efficiency and low resistance
Full spectrum operating range from 1 m/s to 60 m/s
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Venturi Steam Turbine Generator
System
Steam Turbine
A “modified” Tesla boundary layer steam turbine with new, proprietary design
engineering to deliver competitive efficiencies with the far more complex,
current steam turbines (centrifugal and axial flow designs).
The Venturi
boundary layer turbine has a cost reduction factor 15 times greater than that of
competing diesel or traditional axial flow/centrifugal design steam turbines of
comparable power. It can operate successfully on wet steam and three phase
solids, liquids and gases. The team has built a pioneering three phase, direct
ingestion, 250 kW geothermal turbine that was successfully tested at the
Salton Sea. Tolerances are low, maintenance is near zero and the parts count
reduction is near 98%. It is a near bullet proof turbine.
The turbine consists of a set of modified smooth disks, with nozzles applying a
moving fluid to the edge of the disk. The fluid drags on the disk by means of
viscosity and the adhesion of the surface layer of the fluid. As the fluid slows
and adds energy to the disks, it spirals into the center exhaust. Since the rotor
has no projections, it is very sturdy.
Tesla wrote: "This turbine is an efficient self-starting prime mover which may be
operated as a steam or mixed fluid turbine at will, without changes in
construction and is on this account very convenient. Minor departures from the
turbine, as may be dictated by the circumstances in each case, will obviously
suggest themselves but if it is carried out on these general lines it will be found
highly profitable to the owners of the steam plant while permitting the use of
their old installation.”

Scalable The Venturi Steam Turbine system is modular and can scale from a small off-grid
community system at the 20-kilowatt scale on up to multi-megawatt arrays. Since multiple
turbines can be “ganged” on a common shaft, the optimum size module in steam mode is
300-450kilowatts per module. At a medium pressure of 700-psi, each module is only 34 inches in
diameter and 9 inches wide. Combining 4 of them (1.2 Megawatts) on multi-megawatt arrays on
the same shaft, using one generator makes the Venturi Turbine one of the smallest most efficient
turbines at only 36 inches long. The turbine adopts a compound turbine pairing to optimize the
steam’s thermal efficiency. This geometry includes proprietary flow enhancement improvements
centered on annual rings/Coanda effect located at the final steam exhaust to create a lower
pressure zone and reduce back pressure. British Patent #9098/21 used a complex means to
increase Delta-P by enhancing a lower pressure zone at the exhaust and measured a 6% thermal
efficiency increase.
Power Conversion of electrical power to thermal energy via resistance type heating rods is a
100% efficient transformation, unique in the physics realm.
Thermal Battery:
This is a low cost, low complexity, 25 year thermal “battery” designed to
store super heat steam temperature media. The system cannot over charge/discharge or exceed
or degrade system life span with Venturi’s well designed thermal battery. The heat storage media
is typically “eutectic” high specific heat salt formulas, with Li-No3 + NaCl the current media of
choice.
Heat Exchanger is new generation “lattice” geometry heat exchangers saving both material and
have a 70% reduced space/volume.
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Heat Exchanger In the Venturi system consists of the immersed heat exchanger with a reverse flow check valve and control turbine inlet valve to hold the enormous pressure of steam
confined within the thermal battery media. At peak storage temperatures, after a given de-ionized steam dwell period inside the exchanger, the peak storage media temperature is near
1,200F. At this temperature, the steam pressure is 3,000 psi and delivers an instant turbine starting power surge in less than 2-3 seconds. Note: It is possible the Lithium-ion type battery
deployed to supply electricity to the end user may be removed due to the near instant start up power of the steam turbine.
Venturi’s Power Thermal Battery Application
Thermal batteries were first introduced into the energy sector as the electrical/thermal storage means for concentrated solar power systems. These reflecting/concentrating solar
systems use mirrors or reflecting, focusing parabolas to create 1,800F and up heat to energize the thermal storage batteries. This energy can be released on command, to
power the system’s primary steam turbine-generator to deliver electrical power when usable solar is not available. This is also the case for the Venturi system’s backup power
supply.

Thermal batteries are used almost exclusively for military applications, notably for guided missiles. Venturi’s system is constructed on rechargeable batteries using sodium (Na) for
the negative electrodes. Sodium is attractive because of its high reduction potential of −2.71 volts, low weight, non-toxic nature, relative abundance, availability and low cost. In
order to construct practical batteries.
Venturi plans two thermal battery versions for power its systems. One is well developed technology that uses “solar salt” (60% NaNO3 and 40%KNO3) This is the media for
thermal batteries used by CSP (concentrating Solar) . Critical issues to optimize thermal storage include a systemic study of solid-liquid issues, mass densities, enthalpies, The
Specific Heat (SH) of the storage media is a key determinant. Water has the highest SH but its use would require pressure vessels of enormous strength at the volumes needed..
Once activated, the well designed versions provide a burst of high power for a short period within a few tenths of a second. Thereafter, temperature control into the steam turbine
will be modulated by the high pressure re-injection pump flow setting , ultimately lasting as long as there is heat in the battery. Note the “sand box” thermal storage system
discussed below which is a viable alternative when long time storage is the more important operating parameter such as off-grid community and aquaponics systems.
Process Heat: The inclusion of a thermal battery in this power system adds flexibility in services that can be delivered. For example the thermal battery can deliver high grade
process heat. This in turn, can energize absorption based chill for both hot and cold- freeze applications. This will enhance planned aquaponics operations where one of the high
cost elements is the maintenance of optimum temperatures regardless of the ambient conditions outside of the aquaponics structures.
Low Complexity, Low Cost: Molten salt (eutectics), molten metal ( Dr. Sadoway,M.I.T) and molten silicon (CCT, Adelaide, Australia) all have advanced thermal batteries. However,
given the overall economics of the Venturi System, the team is focused on deploying a sand based heat retention media that has acceptable Specific Heat values to accomplish
the design task of the thermal battery. Polar Night (Finland) has used a sand based Thermal battery where over 4-months sufficient thermal energy was put into the battery to heat
a town of 35,000-residents for the duration of their polar winter.
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Venturi Power‘s Generating Period has the full 24-hour daily power generating spectrum. Solar typically delivers 80-90% of its power output over a 5.1 hour
spectrum (Houston‘s annual average). Venturi’s system provides electricity 24-hours a day recharging the thermal battery which is transformed to steam driving the
steam turbine when the end user battery is depleted.
Seasonal: Another factor favoring the Venturi wind turbine is its immunity to the variable, seasonal power output of solar PV from summer peak through marginal
winter months. The efficiency and production range is extended beyond the requirements of the thermal battery.
Control and the Uninterrupted Solution: The system has a 3-5 second “on command” steam turbine startup time to fully power up the turbine within 15-seconds.
This is far faster and more responsive than the typical 60-75-second time for axial or centrifugal gas turbine startup times. The key is the heat exchanger having and
maintaining pre-heated super heat steam fully pressurized within the internal confines of the thermal battery and the heat exchanger interior. The Venturi turbine has a
near flat line power curve, meaning its efficiency stays constant across a broad power range. Gas turbines have a far narrower power efficiency range. The steam
parameters can include temperatures as high as 1,200F steam with its 3,000 psi pressure rating. A lower temperature, wet steam model is also available because this
“non-impingement” turbine can operate with zero degradation using low quality “wet” steam. Safety is one reason to favor a low temperature steam profile as well as
minimizing regulatory issues relevant to steam regulations. Since the total turbine circuit has no boiler or pressure vessel per se, the onerous regulations pertinent to
steam pressure vessels, with their related supervision and safety issues are not a relevant operating factor. A pressure failure that occurs within the hottest region of
the system (i.e. within the thermal battery media heat exchanger) will emit its explosive forces within the confines of the battery’s interior.
Venturi’s Preferential Control Logic control system preferentially distributes its electrical power and process heat as shown in the schematic. The control system is a
digital circuit board. Like the system itself, the controls and sensors are simple, off-shelf electronics.
Statement of Superior Thermal Retention and Efficiency: When analyzing the efficiencies and thermal management of the Venturi Power System, one immediate
stand-out is the attention to overall system efficiency. This starts with the management of the wind turbine’s electrical output. Its first goes into a Li-Ion pack (that will
likely be eliminated later), Thereafter, at 100% efficiency electrical power is directly converted to high heat. Since remarkable R-94 SIP panels (with 2,000F thermal
barrier) will encapsulate the thermal battery, heat creep or thermal dissipation losses will be “nearly” immeasurable. This conservation continues on Into the turbine
loop. Compounding the turbines to this compounded-dual turbine array integration extract more usable thermal work output. In a final conservation design move, the
steam condensing function will be within the pre-hot water storage tanks associated with the system’s process heat components. Thus, the system , captures the
latent heat of condensation. As a co-generation system, the system’s thermal efficiencies will exceed 65% provided plumbing and fabrication keep design tolerances.
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Conclusions
The foundational claims are: all green, renewable power matching utility reliability with, at a minimum, economic cost parity (using avoided cost, the true
cost of fossil fuel power).
The Venturi system acts similar to a nuclear reactor power system by way of its ability to generate high amounts of electricity to power the end user power
cell and or indefinitely store energy in a Thermal Battery array for quick recall to power the steam turbine.
The Venturi Micro-wind Turbine is an advanced wind turbine installed singularly or in arrays for small and large applications The electricity generator of the
wind turbine creates more electricity than other system as tested by ME Engineering, Alex Tepper, PhD.
The use of the Thermal Battery technology is a breakthrough in small energy generators It stores energy in the form of heat and is transformed into steam on
demand to power Venturi’s steam turbine without combustible fuels.
The Steam Turbine (Tesla) is a major breakthrough due to adaptations in the turbine increasing efficiency and power. It also has only 2 moving parts
rendering maintenance non-existent. Its lowered cost when compared to traditional axial-centrifugal turbine designs exceeds 90%.
Venturi’s system is modular and configurable from 20kW to 2MW in a single 20’ shipping container or cabinet. The cabinets can also be inter-connected to
serve unlimited electricity generating applications.
This system is unique and will revolutionize how energy is created and stored for future use.
The Venturi team is committed to creating a superior, all green infrastructure that starts with utility reliable, off-grid power. Thereafter, this power
essential can create water from emerging AWG and desalination systems. Venturi is connected to two entities now emerging with greatly
improved potable water generation approaches.
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